Congratulations to all our students who submitted posters for the online retreat on October 14, 2020. The posters reflect the scientific excellence, creativity, depth and breadth of the Bioinformatics community at Tel Aviv University.

To acknowledge the work done by the students, the retreat’s participants (students and PIs), reviewed them and voted for the best ones.

We are happy to announce the winners:

**Special prize for an undergraduate poster:**

**First place:**

- **Ella Goldschmidt** (Madi lab, Medicine)
  “CD8 T cell response to checkpoint blockade therapy is regulated by TCF7”.
  First place will be granted NIS 500.

**Tied for second place:**

- **Kavya Prasad** (Ben-David lab, Medicine)
  “Characterizing the effect of whole-genome duplication on the aneuploidy patterns of human cancer”.
- **Michal Getz** (Ben-David lab, Medicine)
  “Genomic analysis of the DNA copy number evolution in patient-derived xenografts”.

**Two prizes for graduate and postdoc posters:**

**First place:**

- **Efrat Muller** (Borenstein lab, Computer Science)
  “The universality of gut microbiome-based metabolite predictions”.
  First place will be granted NIS 500.

**Second place:**

- **Dan Coster** and **Omer Noy** (Shamir lab, Computer Science)
  “A predictive model for deterioration of Covid-19 patients”.
  Second place will be granted NIS 500.

**Third place:**

- **Anna Rice** (Mayrose lab, Life Sciences)
  “Model adequacy for likelihood models of chromosome-number evolution”.

We are very proud of your achievements!

The retreat committee

For the full poster list click [here](#)